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Today’s banking environment 
is primarily digital, with 42% of 
customers preferring a mobile 
banking experience over desktop 
and in-branch when given a 
choice, according to the 2019 
Future Branches Consumer Study.1  
Organizations are now deploying a 
host of new and developing tools to 
meet their customers with the level  
of convenience they expect. 

These tools have the potential to elevate digital 

customer experience (CX) as a competitive 

element to an exponential degree. They include 

both foundational investments in mobile apps, 

personalization, and payment tools, as well as 

more advanced technologies that push the 

boundaries of what is exclusive to a brick and 

mortar experience, versus deliverable on a 

digital platform.

Online banking and financial apps have led 

to a proliferation of choice and flexibility. This 

means that brands have more competition than 

ever, and much of that competition is based on 

the premise of enhanced convenience. As CX 

grows as a differentiator, organizations must 

establish a formal CX strategy to ensure that 

the organization remains relevant despite 

changing customer expectations.

This study features insights into how these 

technologies are being prioritized at banks 

and financial organizations. The report will 

also explore how respondents envision their 

CX strategies will develop alongside their 

technology investments. You’ll be provided with 

actionable steps your bank can take to deploy 

new Voice of the Customer (VoC) initiatives, CX 

technologies, and analytics, so you can move 

the needle internally and create a truly cutting-

edge customer experience.

The Idea  
in Brief

1 https://futurebranches.wbresearch.com/downloads/the-2019-future-branches-consumer-study
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Key Insights

74% of the respondents are 

currently using an omnichannel 

customer engagement strategy 

and 94% are already in some stage 

of digital transformation.

The two technologies respondents 

feel will be the most important 

in the next 12 months are mobile 

apps and omnichannel and 

personalization tools.

60% of organizations believe they 

understand their customer’s digital 

communication preferences either 

“well” or “very well.”

43% of respondents believe 

customer phone calls will  

decline as a CX channel in the  

next five years.

91% of banks are at least open 

to the idea of using bots and 

automation for customer 

engagement, but 62% say their 

customers aren’t ready for them.

Over the next 12 months, 63% 

of respondents will prioritize 

improving their Net Promotor 

Score as a customer metric. 



www.comm100.com

letschat@comm100.com

Unlike interest rates, 
customer needs can be 
wildly unpredictable.

We’ll help you 
tame them.
Your customers are not only more 

demanding than ever, they’re also more 

fluid – emailing you today, calling you 

tomorrow, and tweeting the next day. 

It’s enough to drive any customer service 

manager over the edge.

Comm100 helps you take full control with a 

unified platform that gathers all your digital 

customer service channels – live chat, social 

media, email, and messaging – in one place. 

Now you can solve every question with the 

right answer, and keep your customers from 

stampeding away.

We’ll create your unique blend of live agent, 

chatbot, and self-serve solutions that will 

improve customer satisfaction and drive 

loyalty, at a price that will make you grin.

Customer Service, Optimized.

Trusted by

Certified by DSS
COMPLIANT

https://www.comm100.com/solutions/industries/financial-services/?utm_source=Web_Referral&utm_medium=Web_Referral_WBR&utm_campaign=WBRInsights&utm_content=WebPagesofFinancialServices
mailto:letschat%40comm100.com?subject=
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Banking and financial services customers now 

demand a seamless customer experience 

whether they engage with their institution in-

person or using a traditional phone, a computer, 

or a handheld device. Moreover, they now 

expect to be able to move between channels 

conveniently and with minimal disruption. 

If there’s one thing banking customers dislike 

most about moving through customer service 

channels, it’s having to repeat themselves to get 

their questions and their problems solved. To 

solve this problem, many banks are now moving 

toward an omnichannel customer engagement 

strategy. This refers to a customer engagement 

strategy that can seamlessly and continuously 

communicate with customers regardless of the 

original channel used to initiate contact.

At 74%, almost three-fourths of the respondents 

to this study are currently using an omnichannel 

customer engagement strategy. They are 

prioritizing a seamless customer experience 

across channels. 

Using Digital 
Transformation 
to Achieve 
Omnichannel 
Customer 
Engagement

Does your company currently have an 
omnichannel customer engagement 
strategy?

74%

26%

YES

NO
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To facilitate an omnichannel strategy, most 

banks and financial services organizations 

need to successfully manage a complete digital 

transformation of their organization. 

Here, digital transformation can be defined as 

the implementation of new digital technologies 

to solve problems, improve customer service 

processes, and automate cumbersome tasks. 

Digital transformation is necessary for an 

omnichannel customer engagement strategy 

because it ensures that every channel is 

connected and capable of sharing data. Digital 

transformation is also a necessary process to 

implement advanced customer engagement 

technologies like voice-assisted solutions, 

artificial intelligence, and augmented or virtual 

reality elements.

We are not pursuing digital transformation initiatives

We are just beginning our digital transformation

We are midway on our digital transformation

We are mostly complete with our digital transformation

We have fully completed our digital transformation

It should be no surprise, then, that 94% of the 

organizations surveyed are already in some 

stage of their digital transformation. One-fifth 

of respondents even say they have completed 

their digital transformation, and another 31% say 

they are mostly complete with the process.

Still, many respondents are only at the 

beginning or middle stages of their 

transformations. Digital transformation is 

generally a years-long process, so any banks or 

financial institutions that began the process late 

may need to make significant IT investments 

soon to keep up with their competitors.

At the same time, banks can’t suspend their 

current customer engagement initiatives to 

focus on transformation. Digital transformation 

must operate in tandem with existing 

strategies, upgrading them as new 

capabilities come online.

How far along is your organization on your journey to customer 
service digital transformation?

6%

14%

20%

31%

29%

In your own words, what does your digital transformation entail?

“New Fintech partnerships are in the cards to facilitate better services and engagement 

platforms.” - Vice President Technology & Innovation, Retail Bank with $10 Billion+ Assets 

Under Management

TAKEAWAY: Seek out innovative partnerships that can provide an edge, or complement 

more mainstream strategies. 
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Currently, the only customer engagement 

strategy that a majority of respondents rated as 

“Excellent” is social media, at 51%. Almost half of 

the respondents rate their messaging strategy 

— engaging customers via SMS or apps like 

WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger — as 

“Excellent.” These are both channels that many 

banks adopted years ago, and they’ve had 

plenty of time to refine their strategies to deliver 

fast and convenient customer services.

A significant portion of respondents is 

also seeing success with interactive voice 

response (IVR) and Live Chat, at 32% and 28%, 

respectively. These technologies have become 

almost ubiquitous in the banking industry. 

Most banking customers will be familiar with 

automated, voice-responsive messengers 

when they call into their bank. They’ll also be 

aware of live chat in the form of plugins on a 

bank’s website.

The next step for many banks will be to 

transform their technology infrastructure 

to support interactive voice-response bots 

and chatbots that can support customer 

transactions, such as balance transfers or even 

complex transactions like loan applications. 

This will require decisive action and the steady 

management of digital transformation initiatives.

Social media

Messaging (e.g. SMS, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger)

Live chat

IVR

Voice

Chatbots

How would you rate the following aspects of your customer engagement strategy?

51%

48%

32%

27%

28%

24%

11%

17%

21%

15%

15%

16%

3%

6%

12%

14%

17%

14%

1%

1%

15%

14%

19%

20%

16%

20%

20%

15%

16%

24%

23%

25%

 Excellent  Above Average  Average  Below Average  Poor  N/A
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However, banks and financial institutions 

are delegating responsibility for digital 

transformations to different roles within the 

organization. Although 22% of respondents 

have a formal Digital Transformation 

role specified, 12% have no role formally 

defined. Other organizations have given the 

responsibility to specific departments, such as 

IT, marketing, and customer experience. 

Banks and organizations must define a formal 

role to manage digital transformation. They 

may wish to house the initiative in one of their 

departments, such as IT, but once stakeholders 

define their goals, a clear chain of leadership 

must be established to ensure execution and 

accountability.

Which department/role is responsible for 
your digital transformation initiative?

 12%    Not formally 
defined

 13%   IT

 15%   CEO

 18%   Marketing

 20%    Customer 
experience

  22%    Digital 
transformation 
team/lead

How is your organization transitioning digital 

responsibilities in the next 12 months? 

“We are creating a new digital banking 

center that will form the core of analytics 

used in customer engagement.” - Director 

of Experience, Retail Bank with $10 Billion+ 

Assets Under Management

TAKEAWAY: Centralizing management of  

CX initiatives provides ownership of both 

key responsibilities, as well as valuable  

data and analytics. 
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There are myriad CX technologies available to 

banks and financial institutions, but decision 

makers must prioritize those technologies 

they can integrate into their existing or 

forthcoming digital environments. Many banks 

have already adopted CX tools like mobile 

apps and digital payments but will expand their 

capabilities in these areas shortly.

The two technologies respondents feel 

will be the most important to deliver better 

customer experiences within the next 12 

months are mobile apps and omnichannel and 

personalization tools. AI, machine learning, 

improved digital payment systems, customer 

analytics, and augmented and virtual reality 

technologies are ranked “very important” by 

over a third of respondents.

Significantly, over one-third of respondents 

also place voice-assisted “conversational 

banking” technologies and blockchain 

technologies at above-average importance. 

However, it’s important to note that blockchain, 

AI, and machine learning were also deemed 

less important by a significant number of 

respondents.

Banks appear to be prioritizing specific 

technologies for CX instead of attempting to 

adopt them all at the same time. This is an 

important step. Banks must be able to identify 

which technologies will produce the most 

value for their customers, as well as their 

bottom line, then run experiments to develop a 

business use case for them. 

Emerging technologies like blockchain hold 

promise but may not offer the quick wins 

provided by other solutions. 

Defining 
Priorities for CX 
Technologies
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Voice assisted “conversational banking”

Blockchain

End-to-end experience platforms

Dedicated CX software

Augmented/virtual reality

Customer analytics

Improved digital payments

AI & ML

Mobile apps

Omnichannel and personalization tools

Which technologies do you feel will be the most important to deliver better customer 
experiences within the next 12 months?

12%

28%

31%

33%

34%

35%

35%

40%

39%

20%

30%

16%

22%

22%

20%

12%

16%

14%

22%

21%

4%

5%

5%

7%

4%

8%

7%

6%

20%

17%

17%

10%

11%

14%

28%

19%

16%
5%

25%
4%

34%

34%

25%

28%

31%

31%

14%

21%

18%

30%

 1 - Very important  2  3 - Average importance  4  5 - Low importance
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2 “ Prepare for the voice revolution.” PwC, <https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/library/consumer-intelligence-series/voice-assistants.html?utm_
campaign=sbpwc&utm_medium=site&utm_source=articletext>

Voice assisted “conversational banking”

Improved digital payments

Blockchain

Voice of the Customer (VoC)

Bots and automation

Mobile apps

Omnichannel

End-to-end experience platforms

Customer analytics

To what extent has your organization adopted the following technologies?

5%

29%

32%

33%

33%

36%

36%

42%

22%

32%

19%

26%

18%

19%

18%

20%

17%

30%

5%

3%

3%3%

5%

7%

3%

2%

27%

21%

15%

17%

13%

20%

15%

11%

19%

31%

28%

24%

27%

28%

23%

27%

30%

29%

 Fully integrated  In the process of integration  Seeking technologies/providers  Considering internally  Not currently considering

This fact is reflected in responses to the next 

question, in which respondents were asked 

which technologies their organizations had 

already adopted. Many organizations have 

already integrated customer analytics, end-

to-end experience platforms, omnichannel 

technologies, mobile apps, bots and 

automation, and VoC technologies. Fewer 

have integrated blockchain or voice-assisted 

“conversational banking.”

Nonetheless, a majority of respondents 

have either already integrated most of these 

technologies or are in the process of doing so. 

The only technology that isn’t a high priority for 

most respondents is voice-assisted banking. 

Voice interaction technology can contribute to 

a frictionless customer experience, and 32% 

of consumers already use voice interaction 

technology to shop.2 But other technologies 

seem to hold more promise for most banks.
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These results are reflected in which 

technologies banking and financial 

organizations deem most important. 

Respondents cite improved digital payments, 

omnichannel technologies, and automation or 

bot technologies as the most important. They 

are split on other technologies, like blockchain, 

end-to-end experience platforms, and customer 

analytics, and about half of respondents 

(52%) rate mobile apps as at least somewhat 

important.

The least important technologies on the list are 

VoC technologies and voice-assisted banking 

technologies. 

Improved digital payments

Omnichannel

Bots and automation

Blockchain

End-to-end experience platforms

Customer analytics

Mobile apps

Voice of the Customer (VoC)

Voice assisted “conversational banking”

VoC technologies can connect customer 

feedback across channels to provide the 

organization with customer insights and create 

a more seamless customer experience. They 

must also be accompanied by a VoC program 

backed by strong leadership, collaboration, 

and alignment. Many banks may intend to 

pursue VoC programs after integrating other 

CX technologies so they can better leverage 

their data.

Nonetheless, the results show that many banks 

have already adopted VoC and mobile apps, 

which may account for their lower priority.

Please rank the following in the order of importance that they have for your organization, 
with 1 being most important and 10 being least important. 

19% 1%5%2%9%13%15%19%17%

16% 1%19%18%14%7%4%8%13%

16% 4%4%3%15%12%21%18%7%

12% 8%17%27%15%6%15%

11% 13%16%23%8%4%7%8%10%

10% 20%12%14%5%7%12%9%11%

9% 2%3%18%25%18%10%10%5%

4% 41%11%5%3%8%8%8%14%

3% 18%30%9%4%4%8%16%8%

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
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Digital transformation is always an enterprise-

wide process. It cannot happen in a vacuum, so 

it requires buy-in from every department within 

the organization as well as a certain amount 

of understanding from customers. Customers 

that are already pleased with the customer 

experience they get from their bank may be 

unhappy about changes. But deploying new CX 

capabilities also has the potential to increase 

customer engagement, deliver better service 

outcomes, and boost customer retention.

Naturally, it all begins with an understanding of 

the customer.

At 60%, most organizations believe 

they understand their customer’s digital 

communication preferences well or “very well.” 

These organizations have the confidence 

to move forward with new communications 

technologies and CX models. However, that 

leaves 40% of respondents who don’t have 

a clear understanding of their customers’ 

communication preferences.

Banks must analyze their customers’ 

communication preferences before making 

strategic investments in new channels and 

technologies. This could be accomplished 

with surveys, but customer data also has the 

potential to reveal trends about customer 

preferences. 

For example, data could reveal the 

communication preferences of specific age 

groups or those of customers in a specific 

region. Banks can then use this information to 

deploy technologies where they will be better 

received or to conduct customer-facing trials of 

new CX programs.

Preparing 
Customers 
and the 
Organization 
for CX 
Transformation
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To avoid too much disruption to the customer 

experience, banks will need to balance the 

deployment of new CX technologies with 

traditional customer channels like phone calls.

Interestingly, 57% of respondents believe 

customer phone calls to a live agent will 

continue to make up the largest volume of 

overall customer customer-initiated service 

requests in the next five years. However, 32% of 

them believe the trend will flatten. 

1 - Very well

2

3 - Average understanding

4

5 - Not at all

Phone volume will grow and retain the largest share of total requests

Phone volume will flatten but retain the largest share of total requests

Phone volume will decline but retain the largest share of total requests

Phone volume will not longer have the largest share of total requests

Phone calls are still a significant channel for 

CX, as many customers feel they can’t speak 

their mind or resolve complex problems without 

speaking to a human, either in-person or 

over the phone. Nonetheless, communication 

technologies are taking the place of at 

least some of these interactions, as 43% of 

respondents expect call volume to decrease in 

the next five years.

How well does your organization understand the digital communication preferences of 
your customers on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being very well, and 5 being not at all.

Thinking about live agent call volume as a share of overall customer-initiated service 
requests, what do you think will happen to phone in your organization in the next 5 years?

20%

25%

20%

32%

0%

20%

11%

40%

32%

While live agent call volume via phone is expected to retain prominence as the single 

channel involved in the largest share of total customer initiated requests, this is likely 

due to a perception that a live agent is needed for resolution of challenges on the part 

of many customers.
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Similarly, 31% of respondents believe either IVR 

or live telephone calls will account for the most 

customer-initiated service requests for their 

organizations in the next five years. Another 

18% expect social media and messaging to be 

the most prominent channel. Meanwhile, 31% of 

respondents believe live chat will account for 

the most customer-initiated service requests 

in the next five years, while 20% believe email 

will dominate.

These results show that digital channels are 

beginning to overtake a share of the customer 

experience from traditional ones. The real 

question is whether banking organizations and 

their customers are ready for fully automated 

digital experiences or not.

In five years, which channel do 
you think will account for the most 
customer-initiated service requests 
for your organization?

 12%    IVR

 18%    Social media and 
messaging

 19%   Live agent phone

 20%   Email

 31%   Live chat

Currently, 59% of banks are not ready to use 

bots and automation for customer engagement, 

although 50% are open to the idea. The 

remaining respondents are at least mostly 

open and eager to adopt bots and automation. 

Nonetheless, this means 91% of banks are 

at least open to the idea of using bots and 

automation for customer engagement. 

Completely open and eager

Mostly open and eager

Open but not ready to start

Unsure about it

Opposed to it

Those that are not ready may be facing some of 

the common barriers to the adoption of these 

technologies, such as a lack of buy-in at high 

levels of the organization or a lack of supporting 

infrastructure. Organizations that haven’t’ 

completed their digital transformation are not 

likely to be in a position to leverage bots and 

automated CX technologies.

How open do you think your organization is for bots and automation 
for customer engagement?

18%

50%

3%

6%

23%

The importance of live chat will continue to grow. In the next 5 years, nearly a third of 

respondents believe they will get the majority of their requests from this channel.
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Of course, many organizations are reluctant 

to use bots and automated CX tools because 

they don’t believe their customers are ready for 

them. In this case, 62% of respondents say their 

customers aren’t ready for the technologies. 

Nonetheless, a significant number of banks not 

only believe that bots and automation are the 

future of CX, but also that their customers will 

welcome them: 25% say their customers are 

“mostly open and eager” while 13% say their 

customers are “completely open and eager.” 

It is up to each bank to assess the efficacy 

of these solutions and whether they would 

have a positive or negative impact on the 

customer experience.

Completely open and eager

Mostly open and eager

Open but not ready to start

Unsure about it

Opposed to it

How open do you think your customers are for bots and automation 
for customer engagement?

13%

37%

2%

23%

25%

How is your customer engagement 

strategy continuing to change?

“Robotics will play a very important role 

in our engagement strategy in the next 

12 months.” - Chief Experience Officer, 

Financial Institution with $100 billion+ 

Assets Under Management

TAKEAWAY: The importance of robotic 

automation for scalability is growing, 

and attitudes of consumers have the 

potential to be positive with the right 

implementation. 
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Researchers asked the respondents how they 

expect their customer engagement strategy 

to evolve over the next 12 months and which 

customer experience metrics they will prioritize.

At 63%, most respondents will prioritize 

improving Net Promotor Score (NPS) as a 

customer metric. 

NPS is a management tool that gauges the 

strength and loyalty of customer relationships 

rather than the overall satisfaction of customers’ 

experiences, which is usually determined 

through surveys. A “Net Promotor” is a customer 

who is enthusiastic about the brand and will 

encourage others to become customers. A 

high Net Promotor Score is associated with 

increased revenue and customer longevity.

Meanwhile, less than half of respondents will 

be prioritizing average handle time, cost per 

resolution, first contact resolution, and other 

metrics. Significantly, only 36% of respondents 

will prioritize “Customer Satisfaction Rating,” 

which is a very traditional customer service 

metric when compared to Net Promotor Score.

In qualitative responses, respondents cite a 

variety of strategies for evolving their customer 

engagement strategy. Many also note that 

the pandemic has changed their trajectory, 

shifting their focus toward virtual and digital 

experiences as well as personalization.

One respondent says, “The strategy will be 

designed in a way that customers don’t have 

to leave their house for most of their banking 

Conclusion: 
Customer 
Engagement 
Strategies and 
Metrics in the 
Next 12 Months
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needs, and we will take care of most of them. 

This reduces physical engagement and 

simultaneously reduces the associated risks.”

Another respondent says their organization 

is working on contingency plans for CX, 

dependent upon how the pandemic changes 

the market in the future: “It will be bifurcated 

into two categories, one where the current 

pandemic situation does continue and 

one where the pandemic is managed and 

everything is getting back to normal.”

As the pandemic is likely to continue until 

there is a viable vaccine, banks will need 

to emphasize their digital channels to keep 

customers engaged and to lower the costs 

associated with traditional branch experiences. 

Still, respondents do point to specific 

technologies that will inform their strategies. 

Several respondents are working to “move to an 

omnichannel environment,” leverage “robotics 

and AI in a single platform,” and engage in 

more personalization. As one respondent puts 

it: “We are considering more of a personalized 

approach supported by a host of digital 

upgrades in the next 12 months.”

Still, many banks are currently in the fact-

finding process and need to gain more 

insights into their customers’ communication 

preferences. For example, one respondent 

recognizes that they need to know the 

customer before they can settle on a 

strategy: “Understanding customer behavior 

is something we need to have as the market 

and methods of operations have drastically 

changed over the past 6 months.”

Banks are in different stages of digital 

transformation and are prioritizing different 

tools and solutions to enhance the customer 

experience. Each bank must do a complete 

analysis of their infrastructure, processes, and 

customers to understand which solutions will be 

well-placed to drive engagement, boost revenue, 

and deliver beyond customer expectations.

Net promoter score

Average handle time

Cost per resolution

First contact resolution

Customer satisfaction rating

Agent productivity

Which customer experience metrics are you prioritizing improving 
within the next 12 months? 

63%

40%

36%

33%

38%

48%

63% of respondents will prioritize improving their NPS score within the next 12 months 

as a key metric for success. 
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Key  
Recommendations

Establish formal CX and digital 

transformation strategies. Define 

formal roles to manage these 

strategies, whether those roles are 

independent or embedded in an 

existing department like CX or IT.

Analyze your customers’ 

communication preferences 

before making strategic CX 

investments. Use customer data 

or survey results to identify which 

technologies customers will be 

most responsive to.

Prioritize those CX technologies that 

will integrate well into your existing 

or forthcoming infrastructure and 

provide the most value for customers 

and the organization. Digital 

transformation must occur alongside 

day-to-day operations and existing 

CX strategies.

Formally assess emerging 

technologies like bots, AI, and ML 

and use your existing analyses to 

determine if they would have a 

positive impact on CX. Integrate 

them into your CX strategy if they 

are viable.
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About 
This 
Research

The insights in this report were drawn from a 

group of 100 banking professionals across the 

financial services industry. 

At 75%, the majority of respondents represent 

banks with assets between $500 million – $10 

billion (38%) or $10 billion – $100 billion. Meanwhile, 

23% have assets of $100 billion or more and just 2% 

have less than $500 million in assets.

At 43%, a plurality of respondents occupies 

a director role. Twenty-two percent are vice 

presidents, 14% are department heads or 

presidents, and 21% are in the C-suite.

What is your bank’s asset size?

What is your seniority level?

 2%    $1 trillion+

 3%    $100 billion- 
$1 trillion

 20%    $10 billion- 
$100 billion

 38%    $500 million- 
$10 billion

 37%    < $500 million

 21%    C-level

 43%   Director

 22%   VP

 14%    Head of/
President
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About 
Our 
Sponsors

Comm100 is a global provider of digital 

omnichannel customer engagement solutions 

that help financial institutions orchestrate their 

own unique blend of human agent, bot, and self-

serve interactions. We empower genuine and 

personalized engagement on live chat, email, 

social media, and SMS through a single, unified 

console. AI-powered chatbots for visitors and 

agents and a fully integrated knowledge base 

enhance the omnichannel experience, while our 

deep commitment to security and privacy allow 

you to deliver exceptional customer service 

safely and confidently.

From front-line marketing and sales to service 

and support, Comm100 helps you to exceed 

customer expectations through efficient and 

personalized engagements that close the gap 

between question and answer. Headquartered 

in Vancouver, Canada, over 6,500 organizations 

worldwide use Comm100 including IBM, HomeTrust 

Bank, Rackspace, Stanford University and Canadian 

Blood Services. Learn more at www.comm100.com.

https://www.comm100.com/solutions/industries/financial-services/?utm_source=Web_Referral&utm_medium=Web_Referral_WBR&utm_campaign=WBRInsights&utm_content=WebPagesofFinancialServices
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The 
Author

WBR Insights is the custom research division of 

Worldwide Business Research (WBR), the world 

leader in industry-driven thought-leadership 

conferences. Our mission is to help inform and 

educate key stakeholders with research-based 

whitepapers, webinars, digital summits, and 

other thought-leadership assets while achieving 

our clients’ strategic goals.

For more information, please visit  

www.wbrinsights.com. 

The only banking conference focused on giving 

you the digital tools you really need.

Future Digital Finance brings together the 

brightest minds at American’s most innovative 

financial institutions - from big banks, to 

regional stars. You’ll be inspired by actionable 

strategies that will help you meet changing 

consumer expectations and create meaningful 

relationships with your customers. Innovation 

doesn’t happen overnight. The future of digital 

banking starts here.

Learn more at netfinance.wbresearch.com
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